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�Electricity by definition is electric current that is used as a

power source!

�This electric current is generated in a power plant, and then

sent out over a power grid to your homes, and ultimately to your

power outlets.power outlets.



Important Nonrenewable Energy 

Sources
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Production of Electricity by using following 

methods

Production of Electricity by using following 

methods

• Light
• Heat
• Friction
• Pressure• Pressure
• Chemical Action
• Magnetism
• Motion



Using Solar Energy to Provide HeatUsing Solar Energy to Provide Heat

Passive solar heating Active solar heating



Using Solar Energy to Provide High-

Temperature Heat and Electricity

Using Solar Energy to Provide High-

Temperature Heat and Electricity

• Solar thermal systems
• Photovoltaic (PV) cells



Producing Electricity from Moving WaterProducing Electricity from Moving Water

• Large-scale 
hydropower

• Small-scale 
hydropowerhydropower

• Tidal power plant
• Wave power plant



Producing Electricity from WindProducing Electricity from Wind



The term photophoto electricityelectricity is used for generating

voltage by using light. When light strikes the surface

of a substance, it may dislodge electrons from their

orbits around the surface atoms of the substance.

This occurs because light has energy, the same as

any moving force. Some form of the photoelectric

LIGHTLIGHT

any moving force. Some form of the photoelectric

principle is used in television cameras, automatic

manufacturing process controls, solar calculators,

and intrusion detection alarms.

Energy produced by light being 
absorbed by photoelectric cells



Solutions:  A Sustainable Energy 

Strategy

Solutions:  A Sustainable Energy 

Strategy



PV Cell Basic Function

How do solar panels work-.mp4



�PV cells use the photoelectric effect. In the simplest form, they

consist of thin wafers of a semiconductor (silicon) in a sandwich.

�One layer is doped with phosphorus (N for negative) and the

other is doped with boron (P for positive).

�The term "doped" means that something was added to the silicon

wafer. The N- and P-doped layers are separated by a tiny space

called the P-N junction.

How PV works —

called the P-N junction.

�When sunlight hits the PV cell, it drives electrons from the N-

layer to the P-layer. B

�y connecting the two layers with a wire, a circuit is created as the

electrons flow back to the P-layer.

�That flow of electrons can be then used to do work. When the

light goes away, so does the electron flow.



Voltage may be produced chemically when certain

substances are exposed to chemical action. Another

word for producing voltage by chemical action is

electrochemistryelectrochemistry. An ordinary battery, either wet or

dry, produces voltage by chemical action.

CHEMICAL ACTION CHEMICAL ACTION 

dry, produces voltage by chemical action.

Energy produced by chemical 
reaction in a voltaic cell.



Galvanic Cell



Current flows when you subject electrons to the

force of a magnetic field. Magnetism is the most

popular way to generate electricity today. Almost all

electric power stations operate by producing

MAGNETISMMAGNETISM

magnetism-generated electricity.

Energy produced in a conductor that 
cuts or is cut by magnetic lines of force



Rubbing two different materials together and

creating static electricity; very impractical and used

little. (Research is ongoing for emerging technology

such as charging cell phones w/friction in clothing).

FRICTIONFRICTION

Energy produced by rubbing two 
material together.



Electricity produced by pressureElectricity produced by pressure



Electricity produced by pressureElectricity produced by pressure



Electricity produced by pressureElectricity produced by pressure



Also called piezoelectricitypiezoelectricity; Quartz or similar crystals

can be used to convert mechanical energy into

electrical energy. Used in low voltage applications

such as microphones, radio receivers and sonar

equipment

PRESSUREPRESSURE

Energy produced by compressing or 
decompressing specific crystals.



● Heat generated voltages can be produced by heating

the junction of two unlike materials such as iron and

copper. ThermocoupleThermocouple is the term for the device that

produces voltages using heat. They are widely used

to measure temperature and as heat-sensing devices

HEATHEAT

to measure temperature and as heat-sensing devices

in automatic temperature control equipment.

Energy produced by heating the 
junction where two unlike metals are 

joined.



ELECTRICITY PRODUCED BY FRICTIONELECTRICITY PRODUCED BY FRICTION



ELECTRICITY PRODUCED BY FRICTIONELECTRICITY PRODUCED BY FRICTION



ELECTRICITY PRODUCED BY ELECTRICITY PRODUCED BY 

MECHANICAL  ACTIONMECHANICAL  ACTION
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